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Abstract—In this paper, an adaptive fault diagnosis technique 
is used in Li-ion batteries. The diagnosis process consists of 
multiple nonlinear models representing signature faults, such as 
over-charge and over-discharge, causing significant model 
parameter variation. Impedance spectroscopy of a Li-ion 
(LiFePO4) cell is used along with the equivalent circuit 
methodology to construct nonlinear battery signature fault 
models. Extended Kalman filters are utilized to estimate the 
terminal voltage of each model and to generate the residual 
signals. The residual signals are used in the multiple model 
adaptive estimation (MMAE) technique to generate probabilities 
that determine the signature faults. It can be seen that by using 
this method, signature faults can be detected accurately, thus 
providing an effective way of diagnosing Li-ion battery failure.  
Index Terms—Li-ion Battery, Fault Diagnosis, Extended 
Kalman Filter, Multiple Model Adaptive Fault Diagnosis.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
HE battery as an energy source has come a long way 
since its inception more than two centuries ago; the 
battery as we see it today is light in weight, packs higher 
energy, is safer to handle, and has a longer life [1]. Due to the 
inherent benefits of the technology, batteries are found in a 
range of consumer and industrial applications. Lithium 
batteries, exhibiting higher energy densities than their 
counterparts, have seen an unprecedented increase in 
production and subsequent use with the annual lithium 
consumption for battery production going from negligible to 
6500 metric tons in 15 years, from 1993 to 2008 [2]. Lithium-
ion, the rechargeable counterparts of lithium batteries, are 
widely used in numerous applications such as portable devices 
like cameras, phones, and computers, and in hybrid electric 
vehicles (HEVs), and electric vehicles (EVs). To derive the 
maximum output from a Li-ion battery without sacrificing 
safety and or durability, it is essential to accurately predict the 
state of the battery under all operating conditions. Unchecked 
faults occurring in the battery can lead to irreversible, and 
under extreme conditions, catastrophic damages [3, 4]. In 
order to avoid such conditions, it is imperative that any fault 
occurring in the battery be quickly detected and accurately 
diagnosed. 
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Fault diagnosis in Li-ion battery has seen a growing interest 
among industry and academic researchers with efforts focused 
at detecting different battery faults using advance techniques. 
The use of model based fault diagnosis techniques under the 
paradigm of analytical redundancy have been extensively 
applied to the challenge of accurate fault diagnosis in Li-ion 
battery due to their inherent benefits of lower cost and high 
flexibility [5]. Observer-based fault diagnosis techniques 
further improve the robustness of the model-based fault 
diagnosis by avoiding the battery fault information loss due to 
faulty initial condition and unknown disturbances. The 
Luenberger observer (LO) [6] was applied on a string of Li-
ion batteries using a bank of reduced order observers. LO is a 
suitable candidate for fault diagnosis in systems with little or 
no measurement noise, but with presence of noise, this setup 
faces inherent difficulties especially with performance 
variations. Kalman filters for fault detection and diagnosis in 
Li-ion batteries have been used [7, 8], where the use of 
optimal filter showed strong robustness to noise.  This 
robustness along with multiple model based fault detection 
method proposed here provides a framework for improved 
accuracy in Li-Ion battery diagnostics. 
Depending on battery usage, different modeling tools can be 
used, namely experimental, empirical, equivalent circuit, 
electrochemical, and neural networks [9-11]. For real-time 
applications, the equivalent circuit model is best suited 
because of its simpler formulation and good representation of 
cell dynamics without high computational power demand. 
The equivalent circuit model is an effective choice in 
system control and monitoring applications [12, 13]. The 
equivalent circuit parameters of some desired operations (e.g. 
overcharge, over-discharge, and faults) can be extracted from 
an offline impedance spectrum obtained through the use of AC 
Impedance Spectroscopy (IS) [14, 15]. IS involves passing a 
small amplitude of AC current through the Li-ion battery and 
measuring its AC response. From the known AC input and the 
measured AC response, the battery impedance of the desired 
models can be evaluated. Furthermore, inclusion of these 
models into the adaptive framework of the fault detection 
algorithm enables on-line battery fault diagnosis and condition 
monitoring. IS data provides the necessary parameters for the 
models used by the detection algorithm for real-time fault 
detection. 
Battery impedance depends on many chemical reactions and 
on the state of charge (SOC), the operating temperature, and 
the capacity fade effects [15]. In this study, these variations 
are assumed to be small. The effects of non-linear elements in 
the equivalent circuit model are considered to be negligible, 
namely Warburg impedance, representing the diffusion 
phenomenon [16].  
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Within the paradigm of an equivalent circuit model for a li-
ion battery cell, the choice of circuit layout results in how 
closely the model depicts the cell’s electrochemical 
phenomenon. Different equivalent circuit models exist [10, 
17-19] that express resistive model to demonstrate the voltage 
drops from open circuit voltage (OCV) to the terminal voltage, 
RC model with series and parallel resistances and capacitors, 
Thevenin model, and higher order models offering various 
degrees of success.  
The equivalent circuit used in this study is an extension to 
the Thevenin model; with an additional RC parallel circuit 
element. This model offers a better representation of 
electrochemical phenomenon like the distribution of reactivity 
at the electrode, the interfacial impedance, and the electron 
and ion migration resistance at a lower computational effort 
[10, 20]. A higher order model with more than two RC parallel 
circuit elements increases the order of the system model thus 
resulting in higher computational expense without 
significantly improving the model accuracy [21]. The 
simplified cell model is shown in the Figure 1. 
 
Fig. 1.  Li-ion battery equivalent circuit model. 
 
The equivalent circuit consists of resistors and capacitors 
where  represents the bulk electrolyte resistance; the 
constant phase element, , and resistance, , are used to 
model the distribution of reactivity capturing the local 
property of the electrode, the charge transfer resistance,  ,	and the double layer capacitance, 	 , represent the 
interfacial impedance of the cell [22, 23]. The open-circuit 
voltage (
) in the equivalent circuit model has non-linear 
characteristics in the Li-ion battery [24, 25]. Modeling of 
various operating conditions, including signature faults, can be 
accomplished both structurally and parametrically using 
equivalent models. Multiples of these signature faults can 
provide a set of conditions to be detected in case of emergency 
to extend the life and reduce the stress on the battery.   
The multiple model adaptive estimation (MMAE) technique 
[7, 26-31] has shown effective fault detection and 
identification techniques when the models of signature faults 
are obtained. Models of faults are required to generate residual 
signals. These signals are processed in an evaluation algorithm 
to generate the probability of each signature fault model at any 
time instance. This detects and isolates the faults. In this type 
of diagnosis, the generation and evaluation of residual signals 
directly affects the diagnosis performance [5]. Residual 
signals are generated by comparing the outputs of the fault 
models with the simulated output of the system. Mathematical 
models of faults can be designed to incorporate different 
system behaviors.  
A model that closely represents the system dynamics should 
consider the effects of noise, shifts in parameter values, and 
the history of parameter variation. Nonlinear dynamics can 
also be used in the MMAE context using a bank of extended 
Kalman filters. Like its linear counterparts, the filters 
represent normal and faulty system models [32, 33]. Extended 
Kalman filters have found extensive application in Li-ion 
battery equivalent circuit models for state and parameter 
estimation [25, 34-37]  
This study aims at detecting and diagnosing over-charge 
(OC) and over-discharge (OD) faults in a Li-ion battery using 
nonlinear model representations. Both conditions are 
detrimental to the health of the battery, as over-charging can 
lead to overheating and thus vaporization of active materials. 
Hence, explosion and over-discharge can shorten the internal 
circuit of the battery cell [38]. However, if these types of 
failures can be detected before the system reaches failure 
conditions, the premature failure of the cell can be avoided. 
Some of the modern battery systems come with protection 
circuitry, designed to protect against faults. MMAE for battery 
fault diagnosis can act in parallel with the protection circuitry 
for system redundancy. Some of the battery types have non-re-
settable fuses, thus rendering the battery useless after a current 
surge. In order for the fuse to cut the current, the fault has to 
have happened, and the circuit has to have experienced the 
fault to its full extent. A fault diagnosis is more than just an 
on-off switch; it provides the type of the fault occurring and 
predicts the changes in the circuit well ahead of time. This can 
be avoided with the proposed adaptive nonlinear model-based 
fault diagnosis. This paper is organized as follows: Section II 
describes the battery model, Section III describes the model-
based fault diagnosis using nonlinear models, and Section IV 
describes the state estimation and probabilities using extended 
Kalman filters. Section V is the design of the experiment, and 
Section VI is the discussion of the results obtained.  
II. BATTERY MODELING 
The battery cell can be modeled as a third order system 
using lumped resistive-capacitive electrical circuits. Among 
others, each of these circuit elements is a function of SOC and 
temperature. For this study, we assume the temperature to be 
constant, and only the voltage source to be a function of the 
SOC. Also, the aging dynamics of the system are not 
considered in the model. It is important to note that the 
signature faults occurring in the battery can be modeled to 
study the effects of system behavior under abnormal 
conditions. Faults diagnosis can also be used in effective 
control of the battery and to extend the battery life.  
The OC failure of battery cells can be attributed to a 
combination of factors such as excessive temperature along 
with cell construction and design [39] and can lead to violent 
thermal runaways. The OD failures are caused due to 
detrimental copper plating occurring at the negative electrode 
which can further lead to thermal runaways under severe over-
discharge [40]. Distinct parameter variation trends can be 
observed under both OC and OD failures. The bulk resistance,  , shows a more substantial increase under OC than in OD; 
the charge transfer resistance, , and CPE arm resistance, , 
increase with both failure modes. This increment is more 
profound under OC than in OD. The double layer capacitance, 	, and the capacitor representing the CPE, , increase 
rapidly with OD, while under OC they show a relatively 
smaller change with a gradual decrease. The equivalent circuit 
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diagram is shown in Figure 1.  
The open circuit voltage is represented by a voltage source, 
 , and is given by 
 
 = (), (1)  
 
where  is a non-linear function of the state of charge (SOC), 
given by the classic OCV-SOC curve in Figure 2. 
The high-frequency response of the battery cell consists of 
resistance and a constant phase element (CPE) in parallel. The 
CPE tries to capture the distribution of reactivity at the 
electrodes. This phenomenon arises due to variation in surface 
properties. The impedance function of this pair is given by 
[22, 23],	() = (), where  is the depression 
factor associated with the CPE and is assumed to be unity. 
This yields  = ;	hence, the CPE works as a normal 
capacitor [14, 22]. Further, this high-frequency element is 
modeled by a single RC pair in parallel. These elements are 
represented by resistance, R, and capacitance, C, in Figure 1.  
Using Kirchoffs voltage law, the voltage across the capacitor, 
C, is given by 
 
" = − $	 + &' .  (2)  
The frequency response of the battery cell consists of  as 
the charge transfer resistance and 	 as the double layer 
capacitance element, where ()  is the load current of the battery 
cell as it passes through the elements in parallel. According to 
the sign convention used in this study, the negative sign of ()  
represents the discharge, while the positive sign indicates the 
charge. The voltage across the capacitive element, 	, is 
given by 
 
*	" = − $+,-.	+, + &'	+,.  (3)  
The terminal voltage, V, can be obtained from  
 V = () + 
 + 
+, + 
 ,  (4)  
where  is the bulk resistance. Under no load condition, 
  
is the open circuit voltage (OCV). The OCV is a function of 
the SOC [41] and is found experimentally. For this study the 
SOC-OCV trend, shown in Figure 2, is used. The data was 
recorded from a sample LiFePO4 battery cell operating at 
room temperature at the Energy Systems and Power 
Electronics Laboratory (ESPEL) at IUPUI. The data shows 
nonlinear behavior in a polynomial as follows: 
 

 =														0(1)+02(3)+04(5)+06(7)+08(8) +													+07(6)+05(4)+03(2)	+01()+09 , 
(5)     
where 0 = 0.0385, 02 = −0.01936, 04 = −0.169, 06 = 0.06142, 08 =0.2328, 07 = −0.05715, 05 = −0.08321, 03 = 0.0005257, 01 = 0.03205, 09 = 3.297. 
The  is the ratio of the remaining capacity to the 
nominal capacity of the battery cell and is given by 
 (E) = (0) + F G&(H)I JK9   , (6)  
where (0) represents the initial state of charge, L 
represents the battery cell capacity in Ampere-hour, ( is the 
charge/discharge current and the same as () , and M represents 
the coulomb efficiency given by	M = N 1, *ℎ0PQR0.98, JQS*ℎ0PQR. The 
discrete time version of (6) can be given as 
(T) = (T − 1) +	G&(UV)ΔI  . (7)   
The discrete time counterparts of (2) and (3) can be 
obtained using zero-order hold (ZOH) [42] as follows: 
 
(T) = 	 WXVΔ.Y$Z
(T − 1) +  [1 − WXVΔ.Y$Z\ ((T − 1) , (8)  
 
+,(T) = 	 WXV
Δ.
Y-.$+,Z
+,(T − 1) +  [1 − WXV
Δ.
Y-.$+,Z\ ((T − 1) . (9)  
 
 
Fig. 2.  Experimental OCV-SOC curve for LiFePO4 battery cell under testing.  
 
The nonlinear battery model has the following state 
variables ] = ^ 
 
+,_` presented by 
 
](T) = a(]UV, (UV) + bUV  c(T) = ℎ(]U , (U) + dU   , (10)  
where a and ℎ are the continuously differentiable nonlinear  
functions, while b is the input noise with zero mean and a 
variance of 
 efbL^g_bL`^h_i = 	 N , g = h0, g ≠ h  , (11)  
and d is the measurement noise, independent from b, with 
zero mean value as 
 efdL^g_dL`^h_i = 	 N, g = h0, g ≠ h . (12)  
In this formulation, Q and R are the process and 
measurement noise variances, respectively. The process and 
measurement white Gaussian noise is generated using the 
polar method [43]. From (7), (8), and (9) the function a is 
given by 
 




(T − 1) + G	no	p(qV)I
WXVΔ.Y$Z
(T − 1) +  [1 − WXVΔ.Y$Z\ ((T − 1)
rXV Δ.Y-.$+,s
+,(T − 1) +  t1 − rXV
Δ.





From (4) and (5) the function ℎ is given by 
 
ℎ(T) = ((T) + 
 + 
+, +											0(1)+02(3)+04(5)+06(7)+08(8) +										+07(6)+05(4)+03(2) + +01()+09    . 
(14)  
The lumped electrical elements and their associated scalar 
values represent the model of the battery cell at any given 
time. Considering the different values for the electrical 
elements	 , ,	, , and 	; n	 distinct models can be 
obtained, each representing a signature fault or the health of 
the battery cell. 
With varying battery conditions and subsequent signature 
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faults, the OCV-SOC trend for the battery shifts. This shift can 
be modeled in two approaches, 1) updating the coefficients in 
(5) and 2) incorporating the parameter variations in the 
equivalent circuit parameters. The later leads to greater 
emphasis being applied on the fault information carrying 
equivalent circuit parameter values and polarization voltages 
rather than the OCV-SOC variation characteristics. 
III. ADAPTIVE NONLINEAR MODEL-BASED DIAGNOSIS 
The model-based fault diagnosis structure used in this paper 
is shown in Figure 3.  



























Fig. 3. Multiple-model residual generation and probability evaluation. 
 
As described earlier, several models can be designed to 
accurately represent n signature faults. The same input signal 
that drives the actual system is required to excite all models 
simultaneously. Therefore, each fault-representing model 
generates an exclusive output. If there is a fault in the system 
matching any of the signature fault models, the actual 
system’s output will match with the output of one of the fault 
representing models. Therefore, the difference between their 
outputs, the residual signal, becomes a zero mean value signal.  
The existence of noise in the actual settings results in fault 
information loss; therefore, the fault diagnosis becomes 
insensitive to small parameter variations. Several modeling 
techniques have been introduced to estimate the output of the 
fault models in a noisy environment. 
In the next section, extended Kalman filters [25, 34, 41, 44, 
45] are introduced and used to generate residual signals. The 
generated residual signals are evaluated in a probability-based 
approach to indicate the probability of each fault that may 
have occurred. 
IV. STATE ESTIMATION AND PROBABILITIES 
A. Extended Kalman Filter Design 
An extended Kalman filter is used for estimating the states 
of the nonlinear systems by linearization around the current 
mean and covariance. The discrete extended Kalman filter 
aims to estimate the state of the system given by (10)-(13). 
The extended Kalman prediction equations  are given by [44, 
45]: 
 
]}U|UV = a(]}UV|UV, (UV)  U|UV = UVUV|UVUV` +  UV . (15)  
The recursive equations are given by 
 
U = U|UVU`(UU|UVU` + U)V  ]}U|U = ]}U|UV + U(cU − ℎ(]}U|UV)) , U|U = (( − UU)	U|UV  
(16)  
where ]}U|UV represents the predicted state based on the 
function, a,  evaluated at the estimated state and inputs 
available at sample T − 1. U|UV is the predicted covariance 
estimate;, U is the Kalman gain; ]}U|U is the updated state 
estimate; and U|U is the updated covariance estimate. The 
state transition matrix UV and observation matrix U are 
given as	UV = }|,&  and U =
z
}|,&.  The 
estimated output is obtained from 
 {}U = ℎ(]}U|U , (U).  (17)  
To obtain the residual signals of the models as shown in 
Figure 3, the estimated output signal from the signature fault 
cases is subtracted from the measured output of the system. 
This is obtained from the following equation: 
 P = c(T) − {}U . (18)  
B. Multiple-Model Adaptive Estimation Technique 
In the multiple model adaptive estimation (MMAE) 
technique, as shown in Figure 3, several models run in parallel 
while excited with a similar input signal as that of the actual 
system generating residuals. To evaluate and extract the fault 
information from the residual signals, an evaluation algorithm 
should continuously monitor the residual signal variations. If 
the output of any model matches the output of the actual 
system and makes the mean value of the residual signal zero, 
then the covariance of that signal evaluated at each sample can 
be given by [27-29]: 
 L,U = L,UL,U|UL,U` + ,  (19)  
where L,U = z}| is the linearized output vector evaluated 
at the current estimated state. In this paper, probability-based 
residual-signal evaluation was applied to the residual signals. 
Conditional probability density functions of the nth model 
considering the history of measurement (EV) =^c`(E) …	c`(EV)_ are expressed as [26-28]: 
 a(U)|,(UV)(U|L, UV) = 	L exp(∘), (20)  
where  
 L = 	 (2),/	|I(U)|/ , (21)  g=1 is the measurement dimension, and 
 (∘) = 	− 2 	PL`(T)L,UVPL(T), (22)  
where PL is the residual signal for the nth model. 
The conditional probability evaluation of the nth sub-system 
is given [26-28] by 
 L(T) = 	 ()|,()U L , UV¡¢I(UV)∑ ()|,()¤U, UV¥¢¦(UV)I¦§ ,  (23)  
where  is the conditional probability of jth model,  j = 1,2,..., 
n. The conditional probability density functions require a 
priori samples to compute the current values and are 
normalized over a complete sum of conditional probabilities 
of all systems [26-28]. The largest conditional probability 
among all can be used as an indicator of fault in the systems. 
In some applications, where probabilities change rapidly and 
make the output of the system unpredictable, the output should 
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then be compared with a threshold [29]. 
V. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 
As mentioned earlier, faults in a battery cell can be defined 
by substantial parameter variations that result in sensible 
changes to the battery’s operation. This study primarily 
focuses on overcharge (OC) and over-discharge (OD) faults in 
a battery cell. The OC condition is achieved by cycling the 
battery with 120% charge and 100% nominal discharge at a 
suitable current rate. The OD condition, on the other hand is 
realized by cycling the battery with 100% nominal charge and 
120% discharge at a suitable current rate. When considering 
OC and OD battery cell fault types, each of the system 
parameters such as bulk resistance, charge transfer resistance 
and double layer capacitance show a particular trend in 
parameter variation. This trend can be seen in the impedance 
spectroscopy results in Tables I and II. 
The AC impedance spectroscopy was carried out using an 
8-channel Solartron 1470E Multistat device. The technique 
involved applying a frequency sweep of 1MHz to 0.01Hz with 
the amplitude of 5mV to the battery system. The test setup 
involved the use of a PC that ran application software to 
control the AC impedance spectroscopy equipment, store and 
process the data such as LEVM/LEVMW complex nonlinear 
least squares (CNLS) fitting program [46], and display the 
graphical results. After fixing the equivalent circuit model and 
using the LEVM software interface, the program fits the 
desired cell model to the measured cell impedance [23]. 
A A123 18650 LiFePO4 battery cell was used in the 
experiments [47]. Tables I and II illustrate the impedance 
spectroscopy results for the selected circuit parameters fitted 
to the impedance curve when the battery cell was under 
different degree of fault conditions. These impedance 
measurements were carried out at the end of appropriate 
cycles with the OCV of 2.8 Volts. 
Since OC resulted in gradual parameter variations, the 
battery had to be gone under more number of OC test cycles, 
as shown in Table I. The AC impedance spectroscopy was 
performed at the end of cycles 1, 5, 10, 12, 15 and 18 to 
identify the OC battery cell parameter values. In Table II, a 
new battery cell was subjected to continuous cycles of OD. 
The AC impedance spectroscopy was performed after cycles 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. From Table I, the parameter values 
corresponding to 18th cycle were used in formulating the OC 
fault model. 
The OD fault model was based on the 6th cycle parameter 
values in Table II. The healthy battery model parameters were 
selected from the first cycle of the OD impedance 
spectroscopy data in Table II. The impedance spectroscopy 
results are in fact functions of temperature, SOC and aging. 
However, in this study, only the effect of SCO was 
considered. 
TABLE I.  
IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY DATA IN OVER CHARGE 
Overcharge 
Cycle  R0 (Ω) C (F) R (Ω) Cdl (F) Rct (Ω) 
1 0.0771 0.0265 0.0156 0.4177 0.0282 
5 0.2433 0.0041 0.0369 0.2463 0.0329 
10 0.1395 0.0018 0.0720 0.1651 0.0376 
12 0.1387 0.0012 0.1429 0.1007 0.0500 
15 0.2865 0.0010 0.2571 0.0589 0.0763 
18 0.1661 0.0007 0.4907 0.0140 0.1833 
 
TABLE II.  
IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY DATA IN OVER DISCHARGE 
Over-discharge 
Cycle  R0 (Ω) C (F) R (Ω) Cdl (F) Rct (Ω) 
1 0.0503 0.1922 0.0051 0.8213 0.0126 
2 0.0566 0.2623 0.0045 2.6470 0.0098 
3 0.0578 0.2669 0.0055 3.2500 0.0123 
4 0.0594 0.4379 0.0053 4.2580 0.0126 
5 0.0569 0.4067 0.0056 4.3360 0.0112 
6 0.0623 0.2590 0.0054 2.9430 0.0081 
 
The load current applied on the 18650 LiFePO4 battery cell 
is based on the UDDS drive cycle for an electric vehicle which 
has been scaled appropriately to match the capacity of one 
battery cell, obtained using AUTONOMIE [48]. The duration 
of the cycle considered for the study is 71 seconds, as seen in 
Figure 4; the battery model response to this current can be 
seen in Figure 5. Battery cells having higher capacity will 
have higher amplitude of the load current. While the load 
current profile simulates the actual working conditions of the 
system, the resulting fault probabilities depend more on the 
zero average residual signal than the magnitude of the load 
current. 
 
Fig. 4. Battery cell current profile. 
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Fig. 5. Simulated battery cell terminal voltage when UDDS load current is 
applied. 
 
Each of the models experiences the same input load current 
and terminal voltage measurements. Based on these inputs to 
extended Kalman filters, the estimated terminal voltage and 
residuals are calculated. The initial state of the system is 
considered to be ^0.7 0 0_`, which implies 70% SOC and 
zero polarization voltages. 
In each stage of fault diagnosis, proper circuit parameter 
values are used to indicate the true effects of over-charging or 
over-discharging. Therefore, the fault scenario demonstrated 
the deteriorated battery under operation in the UDDS driving 
cycle. Terminal voltage along with input current signals were 
used to indicate in real-time if the cell was in health, OC or 
OD condition.  
VI. DIAGNOSIS PERFORMANCE  
A. Fault Diagnosis 
To simulate the effectiveness of the fault diagnosis 
technique, parameter variation is induced in the measurement 
to represent consecutive fault cases. The simulation is run for 
a total of 7100 samples, from which healthy operation is 
simulated for the first 1775, and the last 1775 represent 
identical start and end conditions. This setup helps to check 
the effectiveness of the algorithm to de-latch itself from a 
diagnosed fault case [29].  The faults are injected based on the 
following steps: 
The total simulation is divided into four equal parts which 
occur consecutively:  
1. For the first 1775 samples, healthy battery cell 
operation. 
2. For the next 1775 samples, OC fault condition. 
3. For the next 1775 samples, OD fault condition. 
4. For the remaining 1775 samples, a return to 
healthy battery cell operation. 
It is assumed that only one type of fault can occur in the 
system at a given point in time. The conditional probability 
evaluator block evaluates the probability of occurrence of a 
particular fault. At each time step, the probabilities are 
evaluated to obtain a value between 0 and 1, where 0 means 
no fault and 1 means a definite fault case.  
1) Unbounded SOC Estimation 
In this case, the upper and lower bound parameters of state 
of charge estimation were not limited. From Figure 6, three 
probabilities can be observed, where nP represents the 
probability of the healthy operation of the cell, while ocP and 
odP indicate the probability of the OC and the OD fault 
occurrence respectively. 
The resulting probabilities shown in Figure 6 illustrate 
random behaviors and do not indicate the faults as expected 
according to the fault scenario discussed in the sections above. 
This behavior of fault probabilities can be attributed to 
inaccurate filter output, which, in turn, leads to unexpected 
residual change. The probabilities along with the residuals can 
be seen in Figure 7. 
As the figure illustrates, the signature faults could not be 
accurately detected while the probability associated with each 
model changed frequently. This resulted in the Open Circuit 
Voltage to be extensively over- or underestimated. To resolve 
this issue, the upper and lower limits of the SOC were 
bounded. The polarization voltage for the fault models 
captures the shift in the electrochemical properties of the 
battery cell once the OC or OD has occurred. 
 
Fig. 6. Conditional probability density evaluated for normal operation, OC 
and OD faults. 
  
Fig. 7. Conditional probability density and residuals evaluated for normal 
operation and OC and OD faults. 
 
2) Bounded SOC Estimation 
The error in terminal voltage estimation was traced to the 
unbounded SOC estimation. The lower bound on the SOC 
mimics the physical constraint on the battery to be depleted 
down to zero percent but not to negative voltages. An upper 
bound on SOC keeps the Open Circuit Voltage under 
permissible limits, thus weighing the polarization voltages 
more. The polarization voltages are the voltage drops across 
the constant phase element, , and the double layer 
capacitance, 	, elements in the equivalent circuit. Upper and 
lower bounding the SOC to 1 and 0 respectively resulted in a 
more accurate diagnosis using MMAE. The resulting terminal 
voltages and probabilities are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9, 
respectively. 
In Figure 8, during the first and last 1775 samples, the 
normal case, nŷ ,
 matched with simulated measurement while 
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the overcharge, ocŷ , 
and over-discharge, odŷ ,
 showed 
deviation from the simulated measurement. From 1776 to 
3550, the ocŷ  matched with the simulated measurement, 
while both nŷ  and odŷ showed deviation from the simulated 
measurement. Finally, from 3551 to 5325, the estimated 
terminal voltage from the over-discharge filter, odŷ ,
 matched 
closely with the simulated measurement, while ocŷ  showed 
deviation and nŷ showed a relatively large difference from the 
simulated measurement. Overall, the residual signal of the 
signature faults for the period of the scenario matching 
resulted in lower values. This can assure higher probabilities 
associated with the low residual signature faults.   
 
 
Fig. 8. Terminal voltage with bounded SOC: simulated measurement, normal, 
and OC and OD. 
 
 
Fig. 9. Conditional probability density evaluated for normal operation and OC 
and OD faults with bounded SOC. 
 
The OC fault was injected at 1775, where it can be observed 
in Figure 9 that the healthy battery operation probability, nP , 
reached zero, indicating the presence of a fault or the non-
existence of a healthy condition. The fault type was indicated 
by the probability, ocP , when it transitioned from 0 to 1, 
indicating an OC fault. At the 3550 data sample, probability 
odP  
was transitioned to 1, while ocP  
reached zero, 
representing an OD fault. The healthy cell operation was 
indicated at 5325 when probability nP  
transitioned to 1 and 
both ocP and odP  reached 0. The injected faults in the system 
were accurately detected and diagnosed using the nonlinear 
adaptive model-based fault diagnosis as seen in Figure 10.  
At each of the simulated fault regions, the estimation from 
the EKF matched closely to the simulated measurement and 
resulted in zero mean residual, as is demonstrated in Figure 9.  
Fig. 10. Conditional probability density and residuals evaluated for normal 
operation and OC and OD faults with bounded SOC. 
 
The high weight on the polarization voltages because of 
SOC bounding resulted in accurate fault detection and 
diagnosis, as can be seen in Figure 10. The SOC variation is 
demonstrated in Figure 11. 
  
Fig. 11. Bounded SOC variation for normal operation and OC and OD faults. 
 
In Figure 11, during the first and last 1775 samples, SOCn for 
normal operation matched with the simulated SOCm, while in 
the same sample times, the OC and OD SOCs deviated from 
SOCm. A closer look at this region is shown in Figure 12, 
where gradually increasing SOCm is available through 
Coulomb considering the cell capacity and the UUDS 
demanded battery current profile. 
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From sample points 1776 to 3550, the SOCoc for OC 
operation matched with SOCm while SOCn and SOCod showed 
a relatively large deviation. It is important to note that an 
overall match offered by an SOC estimation is more important 
than absolute matching od SOCs. Finally, from sample points 
3551 to 5325, SOCod matched with SOCm while SOCn and 
SOCoc deviated from SOCm. 
 
 
Fig. 12. Bounded SOC variation: zero to 1800 samples. 
 
The simulated results indicate the effectiveness of Li-ion 
battery fault detection based on a nonlinear battery model and 
the utilization of an extended Kalman filter and multiple 
model adaptive estimation schemes. The desired signature 
faults of distinct conditions, even as combined parameter 
variations, could be modeled using an extended Kalman filter. 
Signature faults could be picked in MMAE by generating and 
mapping models to higher probability values.   
It was also demonstrated that limiting SOC improves the 
fault diagnosis performance by better estimating the terminal 
voltage under various conditions. 
The use of MMAE for li-ion battery fault detection offers 
tremendous advantages over traditional set point comparison 
methods. The proposed method provides better insight into the 
state of the battery such as accurate SOC estimation at any 
given time. 
Before a particular set point is reached, this method is 
capable of providing valuable information regarding the trend 
in parameter variation. The proposed method also ensures that 
false alarms are not triggered as it takes into consideration 
more factors than just voltage and SOC. The effectiveness of 
the proposed technique can be further enhanced by adding the 
effect of temperature or ageing into the battery model. Model 
based fault diagnosis along with optimal filters offers good 
robustness against noise and faulty initial conditions. 
VII. CONCLUSION 
This paper illustrated how an adaptive model-based 
technique was used to diagnosis over-charging and over-
discharging faults in Li-ion batteries. Nonlinear characteristics 
of these battery cells were modeled using Extended Kalman 
filters to define signature fault models. This technique 
provided an innovative approach in using off-line recorded 
battery cell parameters in a real-time fault diagnosis. The 
proposed algorithm can be added to the existing 
microcontroller of hybrid electric or pure electric vehicles and 
can provide a more robust and accurate diagnosis and 
condition monitoring of a Li-Ion cell. This fault diagnosis 
approach advances the battery protection field by using 
multiple models of the equivalent circuit to emulate the fault 
conditions and using system identification tools to estimate the 
model parameter for these fault conditions. The proposed fault 
diagnosis methodology can be further developed for other 
types of batteries with appropriate equivalent circuit models 
and proper open circuit voltage versus state of charge 
relationships. Effectiveness of the proposed fault diagnosis 
algorithms was experimentally demonstrated in a laboratory 
setting. 
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